Abstract
PACS numbers 61.14.Hg, 61.14.Dc, 68.35.Bs
In many cases adsorbates on ordered single-crystal substrates occupy one or more sites with distinct local geometries but without long-range order. Structure determination for these systems is a major challenge to Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED). Fine structure techniques such as Surface Extended XRay Absorption Fine Structure (SEXAFS), Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS), and Angle-Resolved Photoelectron Emission Fine Structure 1 (ARPEFS) also provide information on disordered adsorbates, but these techniques are limited to adsorbates chemically distinct from the substrate and normally require a synchrotron light source. The "diffuse LEED" method extends the techniques of LEED structure determination developed for ordered overlayers to all types of "lattice-gas" disorder. No other technique can yield the complete detailed bonding geometry of disordered adsorbates.
Significant theoretical advances are needed to deal with the lack of periodicity, and superior experimental techniques are required to measure the diffuse intensities, which can be two or more orders of magnitude smaller than the intensities from the ordered. substrate. This paper describes the first application of a low-noise digital LEED system and an efficient new method for diffuse LEED calculations to determine bonding geometries in a low-coverage disordered overlayer adsorbed on a single-crystal surface.
The only successful structure determination using diffuse LEED intensities, to date is the study by Heinz et al of disordered oxygen atoms on the W(lOO) surface. [1, 2] These studies used conventional analog (video) LEED measurements in the experiments [3] and a relatively accurate but calculationally intensive "3-step" theory. [1, 4] The 3-step theory has also been extended to disordered steps [5] and vacancy defects. [6] We have for the first time applied an extension of the beam-setneglect (BSN) theory to a disordered system. This new approach is more efficient
than the 3-step theory, with a minimal loss of structural accuracy. [7, 8] The 3-step and BSN theories were previously checked against each other. [8] We chose carbon monoxide adsorbed in a disordered monolayer on the Pt(l1l) single crystal surface for our studies. l'he adsorption behavior of CO on Pt(l1l) has been studied by both High-Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy(HREELS) [9] and Infrared Reflection Absorption Spectroscopy(IRAS) [ In the coverage range 0.35 < () < 0.5 and just below room temperature, CO orders into a c(4x2) arrangement on the surface. Ogletree et al [11] have carried out a LEED structural analysis of this ordered overlayer at 0. We observed no long range order when the coverage was below 0.35ML at a temperature of 160K. Yet there remains weak diffuse scattering from the disordered over layer and this is the focus of our investigation.
We have recently developed a fast, sensitive "digital" or electron-counting LEED apparatus. It uses hemispherical grids for energy selection, two microchannel plates as the amplification stage, and a wedge-and-strip position-sensitive detector to collect the electrons. [12] The new apparatus allows a reduction in beam current to less than IpA. This largely eliminates beam-stimulated desorption or decomposition in the overlayer during the course of the experiment, which is especially important for CO on Pt(I11). Digital LEED has no significant background noise and is only limited by statistical noise with a signal-to-noise ratio determined by counting time.
By comparison, conventional LEED uses currents of '" IJ.lA, and a fluorescent screen with a video camera for detection. [13] Such currents can cause beam damage to the sensitive CO overlayer on Pt(I11).
[ll] Because of the limited dynamic range the signal to noise ratio is about 80 for a typical video camera. Video detection can therefore only be used when the diffuse intensity is strong.
The surface used in this study was prepared by conventional techniques. [1l,7] The sample temperature during data collection was '" l60K and the CO coverage was maintained at about O.3ML. Noqnal incidence was used. The diffraction pattern
within about 50° of the surface normal is projected onto the planar detector and is ,J digitized on a 256x256 pixel grid. Each image contained a total of 10 6 counts and took between 50 and 90 seconds to c()llect at count rates well below the saturation level for our detector. Data were collected in energy ranges around 80 and l30eV.
Corresponding diffuse intensities were also measured for the clean surface, for a background subtraction process suggested by Ibach and Lehwald [14] and discussed below.
The experimental data were treated as follows: 1) correction for quantum efficiency of the microchannel plates, which varies with the angle of incidence on the first plate [15] ; 2) correction for the radial distortion of the diffraction pattern due to projection onto a planar detector; 3) averaging onto the theoretical pixel grid; 4) removal of a region around each integral-order spot; 5) optional subtraction of clean-surface intensities; 6) evaluation of the "Y -function" , which is essentially the derivative of the diffracted intensity with respect to energy at constant parallel momentum transfer, [l,4] for comparison to theory. Figure 1 shows the experimental data at l30eV after treatment by the steps 1 through 4.
A multiple-scattering theory of diffuse LEED should calculate the probability 5 that an electron scatters at least once from a disordered adsorbate. In the 3-step theory of Pendry et al, [4] the first step propagates the incident electrons by any path until their first encounter with the adsorbate. The third step propagates the electrons from their last encounter with the adsorbate until the detector. The middle step involves only scattering-path segments that start at the disordered adsorbate and return to it, after scattering from substrate or adsorbate atoms.
The contribution from the middle step is at least of third order in terms of multiple scattering, and is therefore rather weak. At the same time, the computational effort needed to obtain it is relatively large, because it is done in the spherical-wave representation. In the present extension [7, 8] of Beam Set Neglect [16] , this step is ignored, leaving the first and third steps, which can be efficiently combined and computed in the plane-wave representation. Multiple scattering within the molecule is included exactly.
Diffuse LEED intensities due to adsorbates at different bonding sites can simply be added incoherently. This is an approximation which becomes exact in the lowcoverage limit, but is already very good at the coverages common in adsorbed layers, such as for 1/3 to 1/2 monolayers. As a result, it is relatively easy to study simultaneous adsorption at different sites.
We treat the surface as composed of a separate overlayer with one bonding site A number of structural possibilities were tested for our disordered CO layer on Pt(l11). We made a few simplifying assumptions based on the solved Pt(l11)-c( 4x2)-2CO structure.
[ll] The substrate was kept bulk-like, while the CO molecules were taken to be intact and perpendicular to the surface, with a C-O bond length ' "
. " of 1.15.4.. The two metal-carbon interplanar spacings, one for the top site and another for the bridge site, were varied independently. Many mixtures of top-and bridge-site occupations, from 100% on top to 100% on bridge, were also tested.
In figures 2 and 3 we show R-factors for representative sets of adsorption structures, using the 130eV data set. If we choose 90% of top sites and 10% of bridge sites (near the best mix we have found), we can explore the independent variations of the two metal-carbon spacings: this is shown in Figure 2 bridge-site occupation. Interpolation yields a minimum at 88 ± 5% and 12 ± 5%.
Subtraction of the clean-surface diffuse. intensity has no significant effect on this result.
With the 80eV data we obtained the same optimal structural parameters. However, the site mix only gave a minimum after the clean-surface background subtraction. The location of this minimum depended on the way in which this background was scaled before subtraction. This effect is probably due to the relatively large clean-surface diffuse intensity at 80eV.
Ibach and Lehwald have suggested that diffuse LEED data can contain sizable HREELS contributions, [14] because the measured energy window in LEED (-.Ie V j"
, ;
in our case) includes quasi-elastic electrons having undergone phonon losses. They have shown that the HREELS contribution can at some energies and angles be larger
than the proper elastic diffuse intensity of interest in diffuse LEED. As a partial remedy, they suggest subtracting the intensities due to the clean surface from those due to the overlayer-covered surface. This approach is supported by theoretical estimates of the phonon contribution to diffuse intensities. [18] Our results, which are the first practical test of this issue, are in agreement with the statements by both groups. [14, 18] The best R-factor value of about 0.55 obtained here is not as good as that found.
in the O/W(100) structure analysis, 0.13. [3] On the other hand, it is our experience that R-factor values for ordered molecular adsorbates are rather higher than for ordered atomic adsorbates. The same could be expected in the disordered case.
In conclusion, the two bonding geometries which we obtain for disordered CO on Pt(111) agree to well within our error bars of ±O.lA with those obtained earlier for ordered CO on Pt(l11). In addition, our 88% -12% mix of top and bridge sites (based on the data that are less affected by the clean-surface background) is consistent with and favors the HREELS results [9] rather than the IRAS results. [10] vVe have shown that our new digital LEED technique has sufficient sensitivity to easily measure the low intensities from disordered molecular adsorbates on an ordered surface. Conventional techniques would not have worked in this case. Using these diffuse intensities we were able to obtain the complete local surface structure of a disordered molecular over layer for the first time. .. 
